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Fig. 1 Castlelands, Mallow, north Cork, remains of crenellations and merlons on 

the northern four-storey projecting polygonal tower. 

Defence 

Joe Nunan 

 

All of the county Cork houses were clearly constructed with defence in mind.  They were 

generally provided with pistol and musket loops, the loops for firearms are found at doorways, 

in the projecting bays under windows, on corner towers.  Each house also had defences at 

higher elevations, taking the form of roof parapets, machicolations and bartizans.  All the 

projecting features are placed to command views of exposed angles, an entrance or they may 

have been continuous rooftop features.  Such defences were a carry over from the 'tower-

house'.  Above the longer walls at Paal East, north Cork a series of corbels provided seating 

for a continuous machicolation defensive platform, reached from the corner-tower.  In county 

Cork stone built machicolations and bartizans are frequent and are found on 50% of the 

fortified house sites. Battlement parapets with their crenellations and merlons rarely survive as 

they were slight in construction and easily destroyed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Those that do remain can be found at Mountlong to the left and right of the gables and also 

atop bartizans at Monkstown and Ardcloyne, all were crenellated in the Irish manner with 

many steps.  The former are wrought-stone while the two latter are stone rubble masonry. 

Castlelands, in Mallow has remains of crenellations and merlons on the northern four-storey 

projecting polygonal tower.  They are constructed of wrought-limestone and capped the 

crenellations had saddle-backed coping stone and a rolled mould atop their apex.  The saddle-
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Fig. 2 Two rectangular outlets drains at Mountlong, east Cork, projecting 

dripstones at Mountlong (upper right corner) and at Ightermurragh, east Cork. 

back coping is flush with the interior crenellation face and overhangs its external face, but 

splays downwards at an angle back towards the external crenellation wall face (Fig. 1).  The 

remaining merlon coping projects beyond the external wall face it is an adaptation of a 

feather-edge style with arms, it would appear that neither type of coping stone contain a drip 

nor throating cut on their underside. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Behind the parapet was the allure or wall walk and these were drained by outwardly sloping 

slabs which delivered through rectangular outlets along the base of the parapet, some were 

furnished with projecting dripstones (Fig. 2).  Some wall walks surrounded the entire building 

(Paal east, north Cork), at Ightermurragh the end gables rise within a parapet, others ended at 

gables (Ballyvireen, ‘Coppinger’s Court’), while more were interrupted by external projecting 

chimney stacks (Baltimore, west Cork), others did not have any wall walk (Ballyannan, east 

Cork).  The surviving machicolations are of permanent stonework and were borne by lintels or 
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arches resting on corbels. Ballyvireen, ‘Coppinger’s Court’ in west Cork is provided with arch 

machicolations over large rectangular windows on the buildings outer walls (Fig. 52).  The 

angular variety or bartizans are placed on the upper corners usually where the long wall and 

gable interest.  Most of the remaining bartizans are uncapped.  At Reenadissert in west Cork 

there are three bartizans, each one of which was built in two units to prevent the corners of the 

building from being obscured, and all are all stoned capped (Fig. 3).  None of the surviving 

machicolations or bartizans is built in a rounded form.  A very common form of corbel is that 

of long narrow, inverted pyramids either straight sided or slightly incurved all tapering and 

shorter rounded corbels are also found.  The corbels are usually constructed of split stone slab 

masonry or well-wrought limestone.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3 Left top: An arch machicolations at Ballyvireen, ‘Coppinger’s Court’ in west Cork. 

Bottom left: Ightermurragh, east Cork, a box machicolation over the main entrance. 

Top right: Reenadissert in west Cork, a stoned capped bartizan. Bottom right: A view looking east 

throught a gunloop on the only remaining bartizan at Baltimore, west Cork. 
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The North Cork Sites 

 Fortified Houses  Machicolation/Bartizan  Corbel-Type 

 Mallow Castle    none    

 Dromaneen Castle   Machicolations  Short Rounded 

          Wrought-Stone 

Bawn of Kilmaclenine  none 

 Lisgriffin Castle   Machicolation   Inverted Pyramid 

      Surround   Wrought-Stone 

Mac Donagh's Castle   Machicolation   Inverted Pyramid 

          Wrought-Stone 

Clonmeen Court   none 

 

 

The East and South Cork Sites 

 Fortified Houses  Machicolation/Bartizan  Corbel-Type 

 White Castle     Bartizan   Tapering  

          Masonry 

         Slightly Incurved 

Ballinterry Tower    none 

 Ballyannan Castle    none 

 Carrigrohane Castle    Bartizans 

 Ightermurragh Castle   Machicolation   Inverted Pyramid 

          Wrought-Stone 

Barrymore or Lyons Castle   none  

 Monkstown Castle    Bartizans   Inverted Pyramid 

          Wrought-Stone 

         Slightly Incurved 

Mountlong Castle    none  

 Demesne Castle    none 

 Ronayn's Court    - 
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Fig. 4  Top: A box machicolation with gun loops at Dromaneen, north Cork. 

Bottom: A gun loop under a first floor window at Castlelands, Mallow. 

 

The West Cork Sites 

 Fortified Houses  Machicolation/Bartizan  Corbel-Type 

 Aghadown House   none  

 Coppingers Court   Machicolations  Inverted Pyramid 

          Wrought-Stone 

Baltimore Castle   Bartizan   Short Rounded 

          Masonry 

Coolnalong Castle   Machicolations  Tapering 

          Masonry 

Mossgrove Tower   none 

 Reenadisert Castle   Bartizans   Short Rounded 

          Masonry 
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Fig. 5  Top left: Gun loop on corner-tower Paal East, Kanturk. Bottom left: Gun loops ground floor 

level on corner-tower, Ballinyvireen, west Cork. Top right: A loop on the corner of the bartizan at 

Baltimore, west Cork. Center right: Gun loop on the front centre projection at Ightermurragh, east 

Cork. Right bottom:  L – Castlelands and R – Dromaneen, north Cork, window loops. 

Pistol and musket loops were provided for and they are to be found on the walls, towers, 

machicolations and bartizans of the houses, they are also located on the bawn towers and walls 

(Fig. 4).  The gun loop holes assume various forms, commonly, a hole base is circular or semi-

circular for the mouth of the piece, while the upper section remains a vertical slot for sighting, 

the admission of light and the escape of smoke.  Frequently, the circular, semi-cicular and 

vertical slot are to be found as individual stand alone features on a wall face or under a large 

window or small light opening (Fig. 5).  The gun loops on a number of Cork house sites are 

incorporated into their window features embedded directly under a window or within either 

side of a window bay (Dromaneen, north Cork).  Internally the openings were set within a 

lintelled square or rectangular splayed embrasures.  The gun-loops are mostly situated on the 

ground and first floor levels however, some are found higher up excluding the machicolations 

and bartizans.  
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Fig. 6  Two views of the interior window and gun loop units within a corner-tower 

at  Paal East, Kanturk, Cork. The drawing is adapted from a panel display at Paal 

East fortified house (OPW). 

At Mountlong, Dromaneen and Ballyannan gun-loops are found at second floor level.  When 

the gun-loop is neither a small light opening nor part of a large window surround they usually 

splay towards the interior forming a rectangular opening c. 40cm x 60cm.  Drawbar sockets 

for wooden shutters can be identified on the small gun-loop light openings at Paal East, 

Kanturk, north Cork and Ballyannan, east Cork.  The socket supported a horizontal drawbar 

that held the window shutter within the light opening.  At Paal East, the embrasures are 

provided with narrow window seats at either side of the splay (Fig. 6).  At Ballyannan there is 

a sill that extends inward c. 30cm from the base of the light opening. 
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The North Cork Sites 

 Fortified Houses  Gunloop  Hole & Slot-Type 

 Mallow Castle   Gunloops  Stirrup  

Dromaneen Castle  Gunloops   Inverted-Keyhole  

        Rectangular  

       Circular Hole  

       Circular Hole & Rectangular Light 

       Semi-Circular 

Bawn of Kilmaclenine Gunloops  Inverted-Keyhole 

       Surrounds Missing 

Lisgriffin Castle  Gunloop  Rectangular 

 Mac Donagh's Castle  Gunloops  Circular 

        Circular Hole - Rectangular Slot 

        Rectangular 

Clonmeen Court  Gunloops  Circular Hole in Rectangular-

Light (Bawn wall) 

 

The West Cork Sites 

 Fortified Houses  Gunloop  Hole & Slot-Type 

 Aghadown House  none on remains 

 Coppingers Court  Gunloops  Rectangular-Lights 

Baltimore Castle                     Gunloops  Circle at Head & Base of  

  Vertical-Slot 

 Coolnalong Castle  Gunloop  Rectangular-Light 

Mossgrove Tower  Gunloops  Rectangular-Light 

       Stirrup 

 Reenadisert Castle  Gunloops  Square/Rectangular 
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The East and South Cork Sites 

 Fortified Houses  Gunloop  Hole & Slot-Type 

 White Castle    Gunloop  Rectangular 

 Ballinterry Tower   Gunloops  Rectangular-Lights (Bawn) 

 Ballyannan Castle   Gunloops  Large Rectangular-Lights 

 Carrigrohane Castle   Gunloops  unknown 

 Ightermurragh Castle  Gunloops  Inverted-Keyhole 

        Rectangular 

       Oval set vertically 

Barrymore or Lyons Castle  Gunloop  Rectangular (Bawn) 

 Monkstown Castle   Gunloops  Rectangular 

   Circle at Head & Base of  

  Vertical-Slot 

        Blocked-loops  

 Mountlong Castle   Gunloops  Circular 

        Oval set vertically 

       Circular & Semi-Circular 

Demesne Castle   Gunloops  Oval set vertically 

 Ronayn's Court   - 

 

A base-batter is to be found on the external west wall and the inside faces of the north and 

southwest towers at Paal east, Kanturk these sides also lacks gun loops suggesting it lay inside 

a bawn wall.  Kanturk is the only house within the survey that has an identifiable base-batter. 

 

Fortified houses were usually situated within a courtyard or bawn wall.  The bawn wall 

formed an outer defence line and was mainly provided with a gatehouse, flankers and loops 

for firearms.  The existence of the bawn is difficult to demonstrate since their walls were less 

robust than the houses themselves and easily removed.  The remains of a large trapezoidal 

enclosure with corner-towers and semi-circular projections at mid point still, survive at 

Dromaneen, north Cork, at Ballinterry, east Cork, a partial bawn tower survives; at Baltimore 
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some parts of the bawn wall survives and at Clonmeen Court a section of the bawn wall 

(gunlooped) with two round corner towers attached remain upstanding.  It can be inferred that 

a bawn existed at Paal East and Castlelands, north Cork, some of the walls on both houses 

lacked defensive features, indicating those side lay within a bawn wall.  The standing gable at 

Lisgriffin incorporates three large projecting stones positioned between the ground and first 

floor levels.  This suggests a bawn wall was keyed into the house at that location (Fig. 7). 

 

Apart from the outward defence, there may have been on occasion an inward defence. At 

Burton House, county Cork (built in the latter half of the seventeenth century) a contempory 

description was given. 

 

Eyther of the 4 doors of the maine house may be defended from two turrets,’ in the 

case of a surprise by the enemy. 

 

To make this inward defence possible, the walls surrounding the different courts within the 

enclosure were intended to be only seven feet high, while the outer walls between the turrets 

would be 13 feet in height.  There was no visible evidence of this type of inward defence on 

the houses surveyed.  

 

There are ruinous remains of a partial bawn wall and tower surrounding present day 

Ballinterry House. One tower to the north-west of Ballinterry House remains partially standing 

above the first floor level while the partial foundation of the north-east still remain.  The 

former is circular in plan with an internal diameter of 3.5 meters.  The door ope to the south-

east has had a recent modern surround inserted with a rectangular wooden lintels and a square 

arch.  A large section of the north-east of the tower has collapsed above ground floor level to a 

width of c. 2 meters.  There are three visible stone lintel gun loops remaining spaced around 

the tower wall.  The first floor is featureless and has been rebuilt.  A wall ran out of the tower 

in a northerly direction but has been demolished leaving a scare on the external face of the 

tower where it was originally keyed in and was 3.5 meters in height.  A farm building has been 

built into the south-west and north-east of the tower on what appears to have been the original 

foundation of the bawn wall.  
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Fifty meters to the east are the partial foundation remains of the north-east tower.  A derelict 

farm out-building has been built into and incorporated into the tower foundation.  There is no 

visible trace of the south-east tower but fifty meters to the south of the north-west tower are 

the circular remains of a rubble mound covered by heavy growth.  The surviving tower and its 

remaining gun loops appear to be early seventeenth-century in appearance. 

At Dromaneen, north Cork, the bawn is trapezoidal and covers and area two hectors, the wall 

is constructed of limestone up to 4 meter in height.  The bawn wall on the immediate east and 

west of the structure has fallen to just above ground level.  About 30 m. due east of the house 

complex is a gateway passage the bawn wall extends 30 m. east beyond the passage to a much 

damaged and overgrown corner-tower forming a north-east corner to the wall.  The wall turns 

south 90 m. to a semi-circular tower.  The wall has collapsed for a width of 40 m. before 

reaching the tower and is now in the process of being rebuilt.  It continues south for another 90 

m. and then turns west for 120 m. towards the sparse remains of what was the south-west  

Fig. 7 The various elements that make up a bawn wall. Left and Centre: Keystones at Lisgriffin, north 

Cork. Right top: Paal East, north Cork (OPW). Bottom Right: semi-circular bawn tower at Dromaneen,, 

north Cork.  
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Fig. 8 A reconstruction of the type of cover 

provided by flanking fire from opposing bartizan 

corners and loops at Monkstown, east Cork. 

corner-tower.  This tower has been broken through and is an entry and exit point.  This entire 

line of wall is obscured by a farm building, built against its outside face.  The wall runs north-

west for over 300 m. to a cliff face overlooking the Blackwater River mid way along this wall 

are the remains of a semi-circular projection.  Low remains of the wall run along the cliff face 

orientated east toward the house complex for 100 m.  The remaining 20 m. of wall closest to 

the complex fell during a storm in 1997/1998 (Power et al 2000).  The circular and semi-

circular tower on the east wall are damaged, rubble filled and partially stand to one storey. 

They contain gun loops along the outer circumference with stone lintels and rectangular light 

openings.  

 

 A tower once stood at the south-east corner on the bawn wall; the tower contained a 

‘columbarium’ and stood until 1906 when it was demolished for wrought stone.  Jones 

describes it as a circular tower with a diameter of 17 feet, a height of 27 feet 5 inches, and a 

wall thickness of 2 feet 4 inches with door into the bawn.  The tower contained  thirteen tiers 

of nests 7 inches square and 8 inches deep haphazardly placed and with embrasures in the 

south and east wall (Jones 1907, 84-5).  The bawn enclosure was described in 1897 as being of 

about 6 acres and was all paved (Grove White 1905-25 vol 3, 61). 

 

Many of the surveyed houses have corner or projecting-towers or a combination of both.  The 

tower were multi-functional they were used for stairs, private chambers and as defence.  They 

provided flanking fire from gun-loops within or from projecting machicolation and bartizans 

(Fig. 8).  The towers were usually square, rectangular and circular however, other geometric 

shapes were also incorporated into their design.  The towers were positioned on all or some of 

the angles and sometimes they projected from the centre of the longer walls. 
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The North Cork Sites 

Fortified Houses  Number & Type of   Shape of Tower 

     Remaining Towers      

 Mallow Castle   Two-Corners    Polygonal 

     Projection Front & Rear  Pointed Front 

Dromaneen Castle  One-Corner on Structure 2  Square 

    Bawn Wall    Semi-Circular 

         Circular 

Bawn of Kilmaclenine Projection Front & Rear   Rectangular

 Lisgriffin Castle  none     unknown 

 Mac Donagh's Castle  Four-Corners    Square 

Clonmeen Court  Two-Corner    Circular 

 

 

The East and South Cork Sites 

Fortified Houses   Number & Type of   Shape of Tower 

    Remaining Towers 

 White Castle    none     unknown 

Ballinterry Tower   Bawn Wall    Circular 

 Ballyannan Castle   Two-Corners    Circular 

 Carrigrohane Castle   n/a     n/a 

 Ightermurragh Castle  Projection Front & Rear   Rectangular 

Barrymore or Lyons Castle  none     unknown 

 Monkstown Castle   Four-Corners    Square 

Mountlong Castle   Four-Corners    Square  

 Demesne Castle   none     unknown 

 Ronayn's Court   none     unknown 
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The West Cork Sites 

Fortified Houses   Number & Type of   Shape of Tower 

    Remaining Towers 

 Aghadown House  Two-Corners    Semi-Bastion  

 Coppingers Court  Two-Corners    Rectangular 

     Projection Rear   Rectangular 

Baltimore Castle  none     none  

 Coolnalong Castle  Two-Corners    Rectangular 

Mossgrove Tower  Two-Corner    Circular 

 Reenadisert Castle  none     none 

 

The entrance door to the houses can be found on the ground or first floor and was usually 

secured by draw-bars and may have been protected on the outside by an iron grille.  These 

grills similar to the Scottish iron yett were secured from within the building by an iron chain 

that passed through a circular opening in the door-jamb.  The grills were accommodated in an 

entrance rebate.  The yett was a powerfully forged grill, formed of vertical and horizontal bars 

which hung on hinges, and was secured either by a long iron bar drawn out from a socket in a 

wall or by bolts attached to the yett.  A number of the fortified houses had iron grilles that 

were secured by iron chains.  They can be identified by their yett-holes and rebates (Fig. 9). 

 

Castlelands at Mallow was entered through two ground-floor doorways the exterior door has 

decorated stop chamfers and a yett-hole on its west jamb.  At Dromannen the tower within the 

complex has a door at ground floor level with a round arch and a yet-hole in its west jamb.  

The entrance to an inner courtyard at the Dromaneen complex is throught a wide doorway 

with a semi-elliptical arch and a yett-hole at it apex.  Kilmaclenine in north Cork has a pointed 

arch doorway with two yett-holes one at the apex and on the jamb.  Another more decorated 

pointed arch doorway is found at rear ground floor-level in Paal East and it has a yett-hole in 

the door jamb.  In east Cork, Ightermurragh house has a semicircular arched doorway with 

rebate on the outside and two yett-holes one at the apex and one on the west jamb.  
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Fig. 9  A sample of surviving doors with rebate and yet-holes. Top left; Castlelands, Mallow,  the 

main entrance. Bottom left: Dromaneen, north Cork, entrance to an inner courtyard. Top right: 

Rear door at Paal East, Kanturk. Bottom right: Front entrance at Ightermurragh, East Cork 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At Monkstown a door at the east end of the north-west tower with cut stone and an elliptical 

arch survives with a yett-hole on its west jamb.  Directly opposite in the south-west tower 

there stands another door with an elliptical arch and a blocked yett-hole in its west jamb.  Both 

doors are also blocked.  

 

There is little surviving evidence of the houses being designed for defence by heavy artillery, 

but, at Kill-St-Anne South, east Cork, on the north side of the house is a terrace 55 m. long 

and 8 m. wide.  It is situated atop a rock outcrop stone faced and 4 m. high.  The lengths of 
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Fig. 10 Kill-St-Anne South, east Cork. Top centre: The house and the possible remains of an artillery 

fortification defence. Bottom left and right: The house on the adapted Down Survey map (c.1652-1655). 

stone facing are set at different angles and there is a much damaged and overgrown 

rectangular projection at the centre of the terrace.  According to Power (1994) this could be 

the remains of a medieval defence or part of an artillery fortification shown surrounding the 

house on the Down Survey map of 1652 (Fig. 10).  In 1641-2 the house was a known English 

stronghold and featured in a number of military engagements.  
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Fig 11. Basement fireplaces (L) Ightermurragh, 

(R) Reenadisert 

The Social Use of Space 

 
The majority of the surveyed houses were of two or three storeys with attics and towers, 

usually above a semi-basement.  String-courses sometimes mark the stages of the building 

identifying the internal floor level on the external face.  The internal arrangement of the 

county Cork houses can seldom be fully recovered.  There are reasons why this is the case, 

many of the houses were damaged, destroyed, abandoned and there has been little, if any, 

continuity of occupation within any of the surveyed houses.  In general, since timber and 

plaster were the principal materials used to frame and partition the interior of these buildings 

very little survives of either material.  All original floors, roofs and wooden partition wall no 

longer survive.  Where there were floors some corbels, sockets and scarcements remain, their 

positions reveal the floors at each level.  Some feature which once abutted the wall may be 

revealed in the shadow of the surviving plaster.  As some of the houses are no more than mere 

shells and the uncertainties of their internal lay-out remain, others provide a great deal of 

information from  their surviving features.   

 

 

A number of the houses had a basement or semi-basement and a small few had a fireplace in 

the basement, but this was an exception rather than a rule.  A total, 46% of houses had 

identifiable basements.  Both Reenadisert in west Cork and Ightermurragh in east Cork had a 

fireplace in their basement (Fig. 11).  The basement was situated in a corner-tower or within a 

section of the main block.  When basements were located within the main block they did not 

cover the entire floor space of the block.  They were commonly situated at a gable-end, 

extending the full width of the block and covered approximately one-third of the blocks 
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length.  However, there were exceptions. At Castlelands the basement was located centrally 

within the main block. There are two surviving examples of basements situated within corner-

towers and these are found at sites in west Cork - both are semi-basements.  At Aghadown the 

basement was situated within the northwest corner-tower and in Ballyvireen it was located in 

the northeast corner-tower.  One surviving basement with a separate external entrance survives 

(Ightermurragh), all others were accessed from within the buildings.  It would appear that 

basements in corner towers were accessed from the room above, while those situated within 

the main-block were either accessed via a basement stairs from front doorway, Dromaneen 

and Reenadisert or from the main stairway as was the case at Ballyannan.  

 

The social use of space can be identified from a number of original features surviving in-situ 

but some are possibly obscured by heavy ivy growth.  Initially, the kitchen was situated within 

the main block but as ancillary building were added some kitchens were moved out from the 

main house into these building.  This happened at Ballyannan, Ballyvireen, Castlelands and 

possibly Dromaneen, all had kitchens located within the additional buildings.  The kitchens 

were identified by the presence of a large fireplace and bread ovens.  They were located on the 

ground or first floor, the ground floor was generally the least comfortable area of the house, it 

was a functional space provided with kitchens, storage and defence.  It contained more gun 

loops than those found on each individual floor above, fewer and smaller windows. It was also 

an area provided with less light and poor ventilation (Fig. 12). 
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Fig.  12 Ground floor plans: Ballyannan  (previous page), Ballyvireen (above). 

 

 

 

The main dinning, living and sleeping areas were situated on the floors above the basement 

and ground floor level.  The upper floors, first, second, occasionally a third, always an attic 

contained numerous fireplaces and many large rectangular windows.  The fireplaces were 

always situated close to a window on the floors above ground level.  Elaborate or carved 

fireplace signified an important room, perhaps a solar – a chief private apartment or a dinning 

hall.  Identifying room size can be difficult, however, when sufficient wall plaster remains 

intact combined with door, windows and fireplace location an interpretation can be inferred.  

Within the main block of many of the houses surveyed floor levels were sometime partitioned 

into at least two main rooms.  At Ightermurragh, the shadow of timber partition frames on the 

wall plaster can still be seen. This combined with door, window and fireplace locations, 

provides evidence to infer, with some confidence the floor layout.  The ground floor was 

raised a few meters above ground level, over a semi-basement containing the kitchen.  There 

was a separate entrance at the base of the rear central projection, housing the staircase.  At the 

ground and first floor level of the main block were cross partition next to the door openings 

from the stairs projection.  The cross partition formed two large chambers within the main 

block each with a fireplace (Fig 13).  At second floor level four fireplaces confirm that the 

chamber was further sub-divided.  
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Fig.  13 Ightermurragh First floor plan (adapted from Waterman 1961). 

 

Little visible evidence survives for timber partitions on the other surveyed sites but a division 

of the main floors into two chambers may be inferred from fireplace positions at 

Kilmaclenine.  At Dromaneen and Castlelands a stone wall remains in-situ defining the limits 

of their basements and partitioning the ground and first floor level of the main block into two 

separate areas.  At Dromaneen this wall did not extend above first floor level and there were a 

row of supporting floor corbels overhead.  At Mountlong a division was unlikely in view of 

the small size of the main block and the shadow of some decorative plasterwork on all 

remaining walls at first floor level (Fig. 14 & 15).  Overall, the sub-division of the living space 

and the use of decorative plasterwork reflect an increased desire for privacy and comfort. 
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Fig.  14 Mountlong, ground floor plan with main block and remaining corner-towers. 

Fig.  15  Mountlong, decorative plasterwork remains on the (top) S, (middle) S & E, (bottom) N & E 

walls of the main block. 
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The sites with remaining corner-tower rooms had some fireplaces within the towers.  The 

fireplace at first floor level within the south west corner-tower at Paal East had a coiled motif 

(zoomorphic) carved into its base, while within the south east tower on the same floor level 

there was a fireplace with a worked trefoil motif at its base.  It may be inferred that these 

rooms housed small private apartments or bed chambers.  Within corner-towers the fire place 

is found from the ground to the upper most levels, of course, every fortified house is different; 

at Paal East fireplaces were located within three of the four corner-towers and on all floors 

above ground level.  However, within a corner- or central-tower it is unusual to find a 

fireplace on all floor levels. 

 

In some of the houses the stair was fixed within the main block, others had a central 

projection, while more held the stairway within one of the corner-towers.  At Ballyvireen the 

south tower contained the stairwell; it was identified externally by the considerable amount of 

varied and staggered window lights on the south gable wall.  Internally, wall plaster preserved 

the outline of what appeared to have been a newel stairs.  At Ballyannan the stairwell was 

located in a rectangular projection west of the main block, and the surviving wall plaster 

outlines a staircase of scale-and-platt construction.  Externally, two very large rectangular 

window lights survive on the west wall of the projection identifying the existence of a landing 

between floors.  At Ighertmurragh the north projection contained a newel staircase identified 

by the shadow on the remaining plaster.  Externally, windows were situated on all three walls 

of the tower and stepped.  At Castlelands the staircase was spiral and keyed into the northwest 

corner-tower, the windows are stepped around the wall face and set centrally within the tower 

wall at the top.  The stairs at Paal East was located in the northeast corner-tower.  It was 

identified externally by the stepped windows rising from east to south.  The internal wall 

plaster did not survive but, the wall sockets remain and the stairs was a possible newel-type 

construction with a landing at each corner.  At Dromaneen there were some plaster remains on 

the south wall of ‘structure one’ at the southwest end over the basement.  A stairs was located 

here and a number of sockets rising up from the ground to the second floor level were 

identified.  All of the stairways were constructed of timber, and none are known to have 

survived up to recent times, as at Eyrecourt, county Galway.  This staircase was one of the 

main centerpieces of the house.  It was a massive staircase ornately, elaborately and delicately 
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Fig.  16 Baltimore, a view of the interior of the main block. Left: View taken from open floored attic space 

looking down on the 1
st
  floor. Right: taken from 1

st
 floor. 

carved in leaves, antics and with many masks hidden among the woodwork.  It had three 

landings and two fights ascending to a common landing where they joined to form one flight 

to the upper floor.  This staircase is now stored in the Detroit Institute of Arts (Loeber 1973).  

It may well be that, some of the fortified houses had decorative carved staircases that acted as 

a centerpiece and complimented some of the surviving elaborate carved door and fireplace 

surrounds. 

 

All of the houses contained an attic space.  Those with a fireplace on either gable may have 

had a full or a partial floor that looked down at the level below (Fig. 16).  The window lights 

in the attic space were always located close to or on either side of the chimney all were small 

and square or rectangular.  At Ballyannan and Dromaneen the attic space was supplied with 

dormer style windows. They were located on the longer walls and their inclusion would 

suggest the attic space in both houses was functional and may have accommodated servants 

quarters both were provided for with heat and light.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Numerous measures were taken to provide defence; the size of the basement light was 

restricted the projecting towers and wings were loop-holed for flanking fire and the approach 

to the main entrance was covered by loops in adjacent walls.  Bartizans, machicolations and 

allures with parapets were located on the upper level.  Main entrance doors were secured by 
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Fig.  17  Mossgrove, a plan of  the remaining defensives features west of the main house – partial 

foundations survive in heavy undergrowth. 

Fig.  18  Ballinterry, The northeast bawn wall corner-tower. 

draw-bars and were protected by iron yetts.  However, defence moved out from the house into 

the bawn.  The bawns was provided with towers connected by high walls and was the first line 

of defence these defensive features survive at Mossgrove, Dromaneen and Ballinterry (Fig. 17 

& 18).  Within those walls were gardens, a possible water source (a fresh water well was 

discovered within the bawn wall at Baltimore during excavations) and outbuildings.  
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Ballyannan, Ballyvireen and Dromaneen all had the remains of ancillary buildings build onto 

or near the original houses; all include a bake house/kitchen.  At Ballyannan the buildings 

were designed to match the architectural style of the main house.  A round corner-tower was 

attached to the buildings at Ballyannan and the chimney style was similar to that of the main 

house.  

 

The remains of ornamental gardens survive at Aghadown where remnants of a redbrick wall 

form part of a modern field boundary and a much decayed limestone fronted elevated platform 

survives c.60m to the west of the house.  At Ballinterry were located the possible remains of 

an ornamental garden south of the bawn wall.  The area is heavily overgrown, but there were 

four circular rubble masonry stone platforms c.2m in diameter and 1m in height positioned 

close together in an L-shape.  The garden rises to a ledge and rises again to a rectangular 

platform with some slight surviving remains of a shallow random rubble face on its north side.  

Some 10m west of the platform was a large circular hollow c.7m in diameter which may have 

been an ornamental pond. 

 

At Ballyannan are the remains of an ornamental garden north of the main house.  An arched 

covered viewing platform was elevated upon a ditch and incorporated into the garden wall.  It 

was situated c.100m directly north of the house and constructed in a Classical style with 

scored red brick taking a plaster finish.  To the southwest was a raised rectangular field faced 

with limestone rubble and curved features at either end.  At the south west end of this field 

stood two tall columns and a dressed-stone wall this was possibly the main entrance into the 

garden and house grounds (Fig.19).  Kill-St-Anne South had ornamental gardens with large 

canals to the west of the main house (Holmes 1987).  Two round-arched bridges, approaching 

the house from the west still survive (Fig. 20).  At Castlelands the gardens have been alter 

over the centuries and what was once the stables c.70m to the north of the house is now a 

Country House.  
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Fig.  19 A tall column, The possibly main entrance into the garden and house grounds at Ballyannan. 
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Fig.  20 Kill-St-Anne South, the remains of two arched bridges within the garden grounds.  
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Conclusion 

It is clear that the fortified houses have numerous defensive elements built into their design, all 

of which were functional and provided the houses and their inhabitants with a sense of 

security.  These defences would have been effective deterrents against would-be attackers who 

would have fully aware of their capabilities. In the most part these houses were constructed in 

the rural countryside, situated outside the security of the walled towns, which made them 

susceptible to local banditry and, on occasion, local rebellion or, at times a full-scale revolt.  

Thus, for the elite living beyond the walled town, the insecure, hostile and unpredictable 

nature of life beyond the Pale was a sufficient incentive to provide for their own security.  

Features such as bartizans, machicolations, and wall walks with parapets, corner towers and 

the provision of many gun loops were all used to secure the tower-house in the sixteenth 

century.  These features functioned satisfactorily and thus were, not surprisingly, incorporated 

into the fortified house.  Another feature which was most effective in the security of the tower-

house was the erection of a bawn wall with towers and corner-tower.  The bawn was also used 

to further secure the fortified house, and in later houses defence moved away from the house 

itself and out onto the bawn wall, where provision was made with flanking fire for gunloops.  

In Munster, and especially county Cork, all of the houses surveyed were provided with 

defence sufficient to meet day-to-day needs.  As discussed in a previous article there was a 

shortage of heavy artillery in late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century Ireland.  This was 

expensive to obtain and maintain, and difficult to transport and re-supply, also, it was 

generally the domain of the administration, and, unless there was a rebellion, effective 

ordnance was rarely used.  Very important in county Cork, all of the fortified houses were 

built by the elite who accepted the new political and social system.  They were the least likely 

to rebel because they had too much to lose and since the late sixteenth century much of 

Munster had, in any case, been pacified.  Warfare was along familiar lines with the military 

capturing the castles and fortifications along the river valleys and the coast, a fact known to 

the builders of the fortified house and the population at large.   Psychologically, this added an 

extra layer of state security to the fortified houses because they were all located within these 

areas.  In the event of a rebellion, the crown forces would have secured, garrisoned and 

supplied these same buildings.  As the seventeenth century advanced, the later fortified houses 
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in county Cork, such as, Kill-St-Anne South and Ballyannan had their main defences moved 

away from the houses and out onto the bawn wall.  There were a number of reasons for this. 

To begin with, the administration was beginning to becoming the primary protector within 

society, whilst transport infrastructure was slowly improving.  The nature of warfare was also 

changing (the use of heavy artillery and siege trains were common practice), and in the event 

of large scale conflict, opposing forces, if well armed, organized and equipped now had equal 

opportunity to access and capture a fortified house.  The houses were unable to withstand a 

prolonged heavy artillery siege, but so too were most military fortifications of the day.  In the 

first year of the wars of the 1640s the newly built fortified house at Kill-St-Anne South was 

destroyed (Dickson 2005), while Castlelands in Mallow was assaulted and ruined by Irish 

Confederated forces in 1645.  Thus, in effect, the end of fortified house building resulted from 

increased state control over the countryside, improved infrastructure and modern warfare.  

The analysis of the social use of space at the fortified house sites was aided by the number of 

house sites surviving in county Cork and by the features that remain in-situ at individual sites.  

There were areas within each individual house that were common across all of the houses: 

kitchen, dinning halls, private apartments, bed chambers, storage areas, attic spaces, stairwells, 

ancillary buildings, gardens and bawn walls.  Some of the houses had similar design plans and 

others had decorative elements that were identified on one or more sites.  These elements 

when combined with features such as doors, windows and fireplaces enable an analysis of the 

importance of a particular space to be inferred.  This was added to by identifying the floor 

levels and the location on walls where these combinations of features and elements existed and 

were situated. 

Surviving plaster is extremely important if enough remains on internal walls as room size and 

layout may be identified.  Unfortunately, this was not the case at many of the surveyed sites.  

What was exciting was that many of the original staircase types were identified from the 

remaining wall plaster within corner and projecting towers.  These towers were smaller 

making them less exposed to the elements and much more wall plaster was preserved 

containing the shadow of many original staircases.  It is possible that the wooden stairs they 

originally housed were built and designed to act as a central focus of attention.  The 

prestigious rooms were identified by the carved fire and door surrounds and the larger window 
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light.  The kitchens were identified by their very large fireplaces and bread ovens, storage and 

defensive areas by the smaller window lights gun loops and location to the basement and 

rooftops.  Associations and contacts with other fortified houses in the survey area were 

identified by similar surviving carved stone surrounds at different site. Moving out from the 

house additional ancillary building were identified as well as ornamental gardens and bawn 

wall. 

 


